
Volunteer
in Rishikesh

#VolunteerTTW
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BRIEF

Social Travel is a 2+ weeks experiential travel program in which the participants explore the city while 
participating in meaningful volunteer work for a cause they care about. 

The participants are free to travel to the nearby locations during the weekends.
Through this travel experience, we aim to provide a taste of the Indian culture, an insight to the local traditions 

and lots of adventure while adding value to the society.

At The Tarzan Way, 
 
 
 
With 29 states, 7 union territories, 497 cities, 7935 towns, 600,000+ villages, 
thousands of ethnicities and dialects, and millions of people, India is a land full of 
diversity and colors.  
 
One visit  is definitely not enough to cover the entire country.
But after extensive research all over  India, we have carefully crafted various  travel 
programs across India to provide an immersive & cultural feel of the diverse nation.
 
 
 
Rishikesh on the foothills of Himalayas is the hub of many ancient temples, popular 
cafes, yoga ashrams and adventure sports. The town is  a delightful amalgam of 
spiritual and adrenaline pumping experiences. With the increase in number of 
campsites, adventure sports like river rafting, and trekking opportunities, as well as 
yoga courses, ashrams and markets along with the breath-taking views of the 
Himalayas, Rishikesh can be easily termed as a traveller's delight.

"We believe that travel is not just about a vacation, but 
is an art of experiencing different realities."

RISHIKESH

SOCIAL TRAVEL: RISHIKESH
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE JOURNEY

The journey starts at New Delhi Airport or Dehradun 
Airport ,where you will be picked up by a coordinator. 
If you start from New Delhi, you can spend a night in 
Delhi and move to Rishikesh the next day.
The coordinator in Rishikesh will introduce you to the 
nearby markets, restaurants, and so on.
SIM Card will be covered in the experience fees. 
The second day will be majorly an introduction to the 
workplace followed by an orientation picnic with your 
Experience Captain covering safety guidelines, 
budgeting tips, other tricks and much more.
The volunteer work timings will be usually from 8:00 
AM to 3:00 PM.

RISHIKESH: A SPIRITUAL ADVENTURE
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After the work hours, TTW Team has planned various excursions, which include Hindi Language 
Classes, Indian Cooking Classes, Yoga Classes, and a City Tour covering major ashrams (including 
the Beatles Ashram), cafes, ghat as well as many sites relevant to the culture of the place. An 
Adventure Night, is planned including camping, bonfire, and adventurous activities such as river 
rafting, flying fox, burma bridge and many more along with trekking, bonfire and barbecue. 
During the weekends, you can explore other states, cities, towns and even villages. There are 
multiple trekking opportunities from Rishikesh to the most remote villages in India. For a 
religious atmosphere, you can visit Haridwar. The nearest city is Dehradun, which was built 
during the British rule and still has similar architecture. If you want to visit the Taj Mahal, you can 
visit Agra and for architecture, majestic history and deserts, you can visit the Royal Rajasthan.
Note that you can only take direct flights to anywhere in India from Delhi (around 5-6 hours away 
from Rishikesh via bus). So if you're interested in visiting South India or North-East India, you can 
always map out the same easily.  
Your Experience Captain, along with TTW Team will remain in touch with you 24/7 via chat, as 
well as call.  If you want to explore some cities or increase your experience duration, feel free to 
consult us for the same.
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OUR CUSTOMERS SAY..

Carolina Mohammed Damla
Portugal Egypt Turkey

"The only travel company in 
India I can trust! Will visit 

again for another one of their 
mind blowing experiences. 

Lots of love!"

"My best friends in India!!! I 
spent 6 months with them, 

and before you go anywhere 
in an d around India,

just call them once. :D"

"Spent the best time 
volunteering in India with 
these guys! The Customer 
Support team is the very 
helpful. Wish you luck."

Brian Gardner

"I have traveled to India once before for visiting a close friend. Going 
through Tarzan Way is the closest I could hope to reach the same 

experience. From the moment I asked for information, The team was 
incredibly helpful. Tarzan Way was able to put together a custom itinerary 

to meet my exact needs, including time period, budget, and desired 
activities. I felt secure in every communication and transaction, and they 

came through with many personal touches. I highly recommend it to 
anyone looking for a meaningful trip to India!

Also, a solid 9/10 would be my rating, since there's always a room for 
improvement. :)" USA
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HOW TO APPLY?

Find a travel 
experience on our 

website.

Get in touch with us and 
arrange a Skype call to 

discuss the details.

INCLUSIONS

Finalize your booking and 
start with the VISA 

process.

Note: You will be allotted an Experience Captain once you finalize your booking, who 
will help you out with your VISA process, provide you with the relevant documentation 
for arrival, and will be available 24/7 throughout your experience 

Transportation

Accommodation

Meals

SIM Card 

Airport pickup and 
departure

Pre-Arrival and On-Arrival Orientation
 (VISA, Insurance, Flights, Budgeting, Safety and so on)

24/7 Support

Regular feedbacks

Meaningful 
volunteer work

Fully customizable

Travel Excursions



OUR MEMORIES..
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Travel The Tarzan Way!
Want to take part in this travel experience?

Follow @thetarzanway

Have something else in mind?

Get in touch with us.

+91-9971232728, +91-8851048256,
+91-9582125476

Floor 2, 12/37, Punjabi Bagh West,
Delhi: 110026

Change the way you travel,
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Want it customized?


